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Association between mortality and indicators of traffic-related air pollution in the Netherlands: a cohort study

Gerard Hoek, Bert Brunekreef, Sandra Goldbohm, Paul Fischer, Piet A van den Brandt

Summary

Background Long-term exposure to particulate matter air pollution has been associated with increased cardiopulmonary mortality in the USA. We aimed to assess the relation between traffic-related air pollution and mortality in participants of the Netherlands Cohort study on Diet and Cancer (NLCS), an ongoing study.

Methods We investigated a random sample of 5000 people from the full cohort of the NLCS study (age 55–69 years) from 1986 to 1994. Long-term exposure to traffic-related air pollutants (black smoke and nitrogen dioxide) was estimated for the 1986 home address. Exposure was characterised with the measured regional and urban background concentration and an indicator variable for living near major roads. The association between exposure to air pollution and (cause specific) mortality was assessed with Cox’s proportional hazards models, with adjustment for potential confounders.

Findings 489 (11%) of 4492 people with data died during the follow-up period. Cardiopulmonary mortality was associated with living near a major road (relative risk 1.95, 95% CI 1.09–3.52) and, less consistently, with the estimated ambient background concentration (1.34, 0.68–2.64). The relative risk for living near a major road was 1.41 (0.94–2.12) for total deaths. Non-cardiopulmonary, non-lung cancer deaths were unrelated to air pollution (1.03, 0.54–1.96 for living near a major road).

Interpretation Long-term exposure to traffic-related air pollution may shorten life expectancy.

Lancet 2002; 360: 1203–09. Published online Sept 24, 2002
See Commentary page 1184

Introduction

Results of three prospective cohort studies4–7 have suggested that long-term exposure to particulate matter air pollution is associated with increased mortality from respiratory and cardiovascular disease and from lung cancer. However, because these studies were done in the USA, their findings might not apply to Europe, which possibly has different air pollution mixtures. Increased mortality was identified at particle concentrations that were lower than the yearly average National Ambient Air Quality Standard in the USA (40 μg/m³). In many European regions, including the Netherlands, the concentration of particles is presently at or above the highest concentrations recorded in the US cohort studies.1 The mortality associations are consistent with evidence that long-term exposure to air pollution causes chronic respiratory disease.5

Investigators of the cohort studies have compared several large, usually metropolitan, study regions with different ambient air pollution concentrations, on the assumption that exposure is uniform within each region. Such an assumption might have resulted in errors in estimation of exposure, especially for pollutants with important local sources. Confounding factors that vary between cities might also have distorted the relation with air pollution. The danger of such confounding is less if differences in exposure to air pollution between individuals within cities can be taken into account. In a study in four European countries,6 the concentration of nitrogen dioxide—an important traffic-related pollutant—varied between small regions within cities. Results of this study suggested that traffic intensity and distance to major streets are important predictors of differences in long-term nitrogen dioxide concentrations within a city. Results of several studies have shown that chronic respiratory disease in children is associated with differences in the amount of air pollution within cities, and especially with distance to or living in busy streets.

Because initiation of new cohort studies of the relation between air pollution and mortality is expensive, and many years would pass before a conclusion can be reached, we have used data from an ongoing cohort study—the Netherlands Cohort study on Diet and Cancer (NLCS).11 In this study, the cohort is spread out over the Netherlands and thus captures variation in long-term exposure to air pollution within the country. Measurements at background sites of the National Air Quality Monitoring Network have shown that the differences in particle concentrations in the Netherlands is small (30–40%).12 The long-term average concentration of ozone and secondary aerosol components (sulphate and nitrate) also does not differ by much.12 We therefore focused on traffic-related air pollutants, which are expected to show stronger spatial variation than ozone and aerosol components, and have been shown to be related to chronic morbidity.

Methods

Participants

The Netherlands Cohort study on Diet and Cancer (NLCS) is a prospective cohort study that was started in 1986, with 120 852 participants aged 55–69 years at enrolment (58 279 or 48% men). Participants were...
The regional background concentration was estimated by inverse distance squared weighted interpolation of black smoke and nitrogen dioxide concentrations measured at all regional background stations of the National Air Quality Monitoring Network. We used the average concentration between 1987 and 1990—the first 4 years of follow-up of the cohort study. Data for the preceding period were not used because data for black smoke were not available for a sufficient number of sites before 1987. Investigators of the initial American cohort studies\textsuperscript{12} used a similar time period.

We estimated the additional urban background component from a regression model with measured concentrations of black smoke and nitrogen dioxide from the National Air Quality Monitoring Network as the dependent variable (1987–90 average), and address density of the four position postal code of the National Air Quality Monitoring Network sites as the independent variable. Address density is a measure of amount of urbanisation; the four-position postal code covers an area of about 10 000 inhabitants (neighbourhood scale). To estimate the additional urban background, we multiplied the regression slopes from the black smoke and nitrogen dioxide models with the address density of the four position postal code of the home address of every study participant. The sum of the regional and additional urban background is referred to as the (urban) background exposure.

Distances of the home address to major roads were calculated through a geographic information system. Participants living within 100 m of a freeway or within 50 m of a major urban road were judged exposed. We estimated air pollution associated with living near a major road using measurement data from two Dutch traffic monitoring networks.\textsuperscript{15,16} On the basis of these data, living within 100 m of a freeway resulted in exposure to a black smoke concentration of 4·4 \(\mu g/m^3\) and a nitrogen dioxide concentration of 11 \(\mu g/m^3\). People living within 50 m of a major inner-city road were estimated to be exposed to 13 \(\mu g/m^3\) black smoke and 8 \(\mu g/m^3\) nitrogen dioxide. These estimates were assigned to each exposed address, independent of the actual distance to the road.

Cross-validation showed that prediction errors for interpolation of the regional background were about 15% of the range in regional background concentration. Prediction errors for estimating the urban background were about 25% of the range in background concentrations.

Mortality was assessed in the subcohort between Sept 17, 1986 (start of the study), and Oct 1, 1994, a period of about 8 years, with no loss to follow-up. Data for mortality were obtained from the Dutch Central Bureau of Genealogy. Data for cause of death were subsequently processed at the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics. Causes of death included cardiovascular, respiratory, cardiopulmonary, lung cancer, and non-cardiopulmonary, non-lung cancer.

Data analysis

We analysed data with Cox’s proportional hazards model, with adjustment for potential confounders. For participants who died, time in study was calculated as the difference between start of follow-up and date of death; for those who were alive at the end of follow-up, time in study was the difference between start and end of follow-up. For these individuals, time of study was judged censored. In the analysis of death by cause, time in study for participants who died from causes other than those analysed, were judged censored.

We used two models of exposure for every pollutant. First, the background concentration was entered in the model with the indicator variable for living near a major road. Second, we entered the sum of the background and
the estimated contribution from living near a major road to air pollution concentrations.

Confounder variables were selected a priori as the confounders considered in the initial American cohort studies1,2 and previous analyses of the NLCS cohort on the relation between (lung) cancer and diet. In addition to the variables available in the American cohort studies, we also assessed the effect of adjustment for diet. Age was entered as a continuous variable because an exploratory analysis showed that mortality was predicted more accurately if the variable was continuous than if we used two indicator variables for 5-year age categories. We accounted for active smoking by including the following variables: indicator variables for current and ex-smokers of cigarettes (never smokers were baseline); number of cigarettes smoked for ex-smokers and current smokers separately; number of years smoking cigarettes for ex-smokers and current smokers separately. Smoking of cigars and pipes was unrelated to mortality after adjustment for cigarette smoking. Passive smoking was judged by the question on whether the partner smoked. The education of the participant was coded into three categories: primary school, lower vocational education, and high school and higher. We coded the last occupation of the participant into six categories: not codable, never paid work, blue collar, lower white collar, upper white collar, other. The question of occupational exposure to dusts, fumes, and gases (used in the US cohort studies) was not available. However, because multiple occupational factors might have been related to all-cause mortality (physical activity, stress, noise) a broader classification could be preferable. We used indicator variables for Quetelet index (bodyweight divided by height squared; categories <22·5, 22·5–24·5, 24·5–26·5, >26·5 kg/m²) and alcohol intake (0, 0–5, 5–15, 15–30, >30 g/day), because of evidence of non-monotone relations with mortality. We used continuous variables for total fat intake and for vegetable and fruit consumption. Finally, we adjusted for regional indicators of poverty (income distribution, proportion of the population aged 15–64 years on social security). These data were available for the four-position postal code area (neighbourhood scale) from the Central Bureau of Statistics. All epidemiological data analyses were done with SPSS 7.5.2 and SPSS 8.0 (cause-specific analyses). Geographic information system calculations were done with Arcinfo.

Role of the funding source
The sponsor of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or in the writing of the report.

Results
Table 1 shows participants’ baseline characteristics. 489 participants died during the study—most from natural causes (table 2). We identified geographical coordinates for the addresses of 4466 (99%) of 4492 participants. 206 (5%) participants lived close to a major road: 132 (3%) within 100 m of a freeway, and 77 (2%) within 50 m of a major urban road. The estimated long-term ambient concentration of black smoke and nitrogen dioxide at the 1986 home address varied greatly between participants (figure 2, table 3). As a proportion of the median, the difference in concentration of background and local black smoke between the 5th and 95th percentile was 50%, with 83% for nitrogen dioxide. The local contribution was correlated with the estimated background concentration for black smoke (p<0·0001) and for nitrogen dioxide (p<0·0001). The correlation between black smoke and nitrogen dioxide was 0·92 for the estimated background concentration and 0·85 for the concentration estimate including the local scale.

The question about previous towns of residence was adequately completed by 3946 participants (88%). 3539 (90%) of these participants had lived for 10 years or longer in their 1986 town. Mean duration of residence was 35 years (SD 19–83). Before adjustment for confounders, exposure to black smoke and nitrogen dioxide was associated with all-cause mortality (table 4). After adjustment for confounders, the association between background exposures and mortality became smaller and non-significant, whereas the association between living near a major road and all-cause mortality increased slightly. Addition of diet and alcohol to the confounder model did not change the association with any air pollution exposure (data not shown). For participants who had lived for 10 years or longer in their 1986 town, lower effect estimates were found for the background exposures than in all participants, whereas the association between living near a major road and mortality became stronger and significant (table 4). When the adjusted analyses were restricted to the 2509 (72%) participants who used to smoke or had never smoked, the estimate for living near a major road remained unchanged (relative risk 1·49, 95% CI 0·91–2·43), whereas the estimate for the background exposure to black smoke was strongly reduced (1·02, 0·59–1·73). When only the background exposure was included in the model (as in the US cohorts), slightly increased rate ratios were found for black smoke (1·19, 0·78–1·82), and nitrogen dioxide (1·27, 0·85–1·89). The small change compared with the estimates in table 4 is consistent with the low correlation between background and local scale exposure.

The validity of the proportional hazards assumption was

---

### Table 1: Characteristics of the NLCS subcohort (n=4492) by death status at end of follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Alive (n=4003)</th>
<th>Dead (n=489)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>1859 (46%)</td>
<td>315 (64%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>61 (56–65)</td>
<td>63 (59–66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current cigarette smokers</td>
<td>1089 (27%)</td>
<td>197 (40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes smoked daily</td>
<td>15 (9–20)</td>
<td>15 (12–20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years smoked</td>
<td>40 (35–45)</td>
<td>42 (38–47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former cigarette smokers</td>
<td>1395 (35%)</td>
<td>183 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes smoked daily</td>
<td>14 (6–20)</td>
<td>18 (10–20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years smoked</td>
<td>26 (18–35)</td>
<td>31 (22–40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than secondary school education</td>
<td>1220 (31%)</td>
<td>176 (37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue collar job</td>
<td>1179 (31%)</td>
<td>167 (36%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighbourhood socioeconomic score*</td>
<td>41 (36–46)</td>
<td>42 (37–47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetelet index (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24·8 (23·1–26·8)</td>
<td>24·7 (22·8–27·0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol consumption (g/day)</td>
<td>4·1 (0·3–15·0)</td>
<td>5·1 (0·0–16·8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total fat intake (g/day)</td>
<td>81 (64–99)</td>
<td>82 (66–99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable consumption (g/day)</td>
<td>181 (139–234)</td>
<td>178 (129–229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruit consumption (g/day)</td>
<td>157 (86–237)</td>
<td>139 (83–219)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are number (%) or median (IQR). *Proportion of the population of the four position postal code area with a yearly income of less than Dfl19 000.

### Table 2: Number of deaths during follow-up, 1986–94, NLCS subcohort (n=4492)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>ICD-9 codes</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All cause</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>489 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural cause</td>
<td>&lt;800</td>
<td>482 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular</td>
<td>400–440</td>
<td>158 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td>460–519</td>
<td>27 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiopulmonary</td>
<td>400–440 or 460–519</td>
<td>185 (4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung cancer</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>60 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-cardiopulmonary, non-lung cancer</td>
<td>Not 400–440, not 162, and not 460–519</td>
<td>244 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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tested by preparing curves of the log (–log of survival function) versus time on study for those living near a major road and those not. The plots were parallel, suggesting that the Cox’s proportional hazards model was reasonable for these data.

In a reanalysis of the two first US cohort studies, education modified the effect of pollution on mortality, with higher air pollution effect estimates in those without high school education.17 We assessed effect-modification by education by including interaction terms between education and black smoke exposure including the local scale (we did not have enough power to look at interactions with the indicator variable for living near a major road separately). The adjusted rate ratios for black smoke were 1·62 (0·97–2·70) for participants with only primary school education; 1·24 (0·79–1·94) for those with lower vocational education; and 1·16 (0·64–2·10) for those with high school and higher education. The differences between these effect estimates were not significant (p=0·434 for medium-low and p=0·403 for high-low), which suggests that we did not have sufficient power to assess effect modification, but these values were almost the same as the findings in the two American cohort studies.

All relative risk estimates for cardiopulmonary mortality were substantially larger than the corresponding risk estimates for all-cause mortality (table 4). Addition of dietary and alcohol variables to the confounder model did not change the association with any exposure to air pollution. For participants who had lived 10 years or longer in their 1986 town, we recorded lower effect estimates for background exposures (black smoke relative risk 1·07, 0·51–2·25), whereas the association between living near a major road and mortality remained stable (2·18, 1·20–3·94).

We identified no association between any of the exposures and non-cardiopulmonary, non-lung cancer mortality (table 4). In the different confounder models, the relative risk estimates for living near a major road ranged from 0·95 (0·48–1·87) to 1·06 (0·54–2·09), neither of which were significant.

Too few people died from respiratory disorders and lung cancer to obtain stable estimates for the indicator variable for living near a major road. The adjusted relative risk estimates for lung cancer deaths for the exposure estimates including the local scale were 1·06 (0·43–2·63) for black smoke and 1·25 (0·42–3·72) for nitrogen dioxide. No stable estimates were obtained for respiratory deaths.

The air pollution effect estimates were substantially smaller than those associated with active smoking. The rate ratio for all-cause mortality of a current smoker who had smoked 20 cigarettes a day for 25 years (numbers used in one of the US cohort studies15) was 2·38 (1·58–3·57) compared with a never-smoker (relative risk 1·41 [0·94–2·11] for living near a major road). The rate ratio for
 cardiopulmonary mortality of a current smoker who had smoked 20 cigarettes a day for 25 years was 3·37 (1·84–6·17) compared with a never-smoker (1·94 [1·08–3·48] for living near a major road).

**Discussion**

We assessed the association between long-term exposure to traffic-related air pollution and cause-specific mortality in a cohort of elderly people and identified a consistent association between cardiopulmonary mortality and living near a major road. The association between mortality and the estimated ambient background concentration of the indicator pollutants black smoke and nitrogen dioxide was less consistent. Our results are much the same as those in two US cohort studies. In the NLCS because the samples from the municipalities included only white participants. We also adjusted for major dietary variables and a regional indicator of poverty. A limitation in our and the US studies is that confounder data were available only at baseline. Living near a major road might also include factors other than air pollution. However, living near a major road was not associated with most of the confounders we adjusted for (including age, sex, number of smokers, number of years smoked, regional poverty, diet). The only significant (p<0·01) differences between those living near a major road and those not living near a major road were for body-mass index, education, occupation, and number of cigarettes smoked by current smokers. Those living near a major road had in fact slightly higher education, worked less frequently in blue-collar jobs, and smoked fewer cigarettes. So, since the true association would become stronger if residual confounding were
present, residual confounding by these factors is very unlikely to account for the association between living near a major road and mortality. Consistently, the unadjusted effects estimates for living near a major road were much the same as the effect estimates after adjustment for confounders (they actually increased slightly). Average body-mass index was lower in those living near a major road than those who did not, mostly because a larger proportion had low body-mass index (<22·5 kg/m²). The proportion of participants with a high body-mass index (>26·5 kg/m²) did not differ between these two groups.

As in the reanalysis of the US cohort studies,19 we included regional indicators of poverty as potential confounders. Investigators in the US studies used the metropolitan scale to characterise contextual variables. We believe that for contextual variables, the neighbourhood scale is appropriate and the four-position postal code in the Netherlands is a good approximation of the neighbourhood scale.

Traffic noise associated with living near a major road could also affect cardiovascular health. However, in a large study on the relation between measured traffic noise exposure and cardiovascular disease, the association was not consistent. We did not apply the new spatial analytical models developed in the framework of the Health Effects Institute Particle Epidemiology Reanalysis project.17,20 These models account for spatial autocorrelation of air pollution, covariates, and mortality, and possibly led to underestimation of the standard errors, but the effect estimates are unbiased.17,20 In the reanalysis of the American Cancer Society study,14 control for spatial autocorrelation indeed did not change the effect estimates substantially, but CIs became slightly wider. We expect that our results are less sensitive to spatial autocorrelation, since we estimated exposure on a smaller spatial scale (differentiating exposures within cities).

Motorised traffic emissions result in small-scale spatial variations (high concentrations at short distances from major roads), which we have accounted for with the indicator variable of living near a major road. In addition, traffic emissions affect the (urban and regional) background air pollution concentrations, which we accounted for by using measured concentrations of black smoke and nitrogen dioxide. Black smoke and nitrogen dioxide are thus used as indicators of traffic related air pollution, but not necessarily the components causally related to mortality. Black smoke is measured by light absorbance of filters used to gather particulate matter from the air. Today, the concentration of black smoke mostly arises from elemental carbon emissions from diesel engines, whereas nitrogen dioxide result from emissions from all motorised vehicles. The major source contributing to black smoke concentrations is Dutch road traffic: 65% in urban environments.20 About 50% of the national nitrogen dioxide emissions are due to motorised traffic. Because of the low emission height of traffic-related air pollutants, and the concentration of traffic in urban environments, the contribution to ambient nitrogen dioxide concentrations to which human beings are actually exposed is much higher than 50%.

We assessed exposure to traffic-related air pollution with objective methods. Therefore bias due to self reported exposures was not an issue. The method to assess local scale exposures is a simplification, since the actual exposure near a major road may depend on the exact distance to the road, traffic intensity, and configuration of the street. Data for these factors were not available for many roads, however. Another limitation of our study is that we used exposure data for 1987–90 (ie, the first 4 years of the 8-year follow-up) since black smoke data for earlier time periods were not available. Investigators of the American cohort studies used a similar time period. Although air pollution concentrations show trends over time due to emission abatement measures or changes in economic activity, substantial changes are usually slow (taking place over decades rather than years) and typically affect large regions in the same way. Serious misclassification of exposure would therefore be unlikely because we estimated this value for the first 4 years of the 8-year follow-up.

We have assessed exposure to motorised traffic emissions by estimating the outdoor concentration at the home address, an approximation of the true exposure of participants. In developed countries, people generally spend a large proportion of their time in their own homes. Therefore, a large part of the exposure to pollutants of outdoor origin probably occurs indoors. There is growing evidence that for a number of important pollutants including fine particles, indoor air in homes is substantially affected by outdoor air.21 Investigators of a study in Amsterdam recorded differences in concentration between major and small side streets in both outdoor and indoor air. The black smoke concentration ratio between major and small streets was 1·84 for outdoor air and 1·83 for indoor air. Such ratios are consistent with the near quantitative penetration of fine particles in indoor air.21 Results of a validation study showed that both outdoor and personal nitrogen dioxide exposure of children was significantly affected by address density of the city district and by traffic density and distance to a nearby highway.

We recorded associations with cardiopulmonary mortality, but not with other causes of death. In time series studies of short-term effects of air pollution on mortality, effects are largest for respiratory and cardiovascular causes of death. Kuenzli and colleagues provided a model for linking cohort studies, time series studies, and chronic effects. Cohort studies measure effects related to short-term and long-term exposures and therefore provide a more comprehensive estimate of the effects of air pollution. The results are also consistent with those of studies showing associations between living near major roads and chronic disease. The specificity of the association and the consistency with chronic morbidity studies, adds to the plausibility of traffic-related air pollution effects.

Because the effect estimates in the US cohort studies imply a loss life expectancy of 1–2 years—a substantial public health problem—further studies are needed of such associations.27 The effect estimates for living near a major road in our study tended to be even larger. In a recent health impact assessment from Switzerland, France, and Austria, estimates of the number of deaths due to air pollution were based on the first two US cohort studies.1,2 It is therefore crucial that data from more cohort studies become available.

The association we recorded between living near a major road and mortality was stronger than those for the urban or rural background concentration. The composition of the air pollution mixture might differ between the local and the background scale so that nitrogen dioxide and black smoke are differentially associated with other, unmeasured components at the different geographical scales. The local scale is mostly characterised by fresh emissions, including large numbers of ultrafine particles. The background scale is characterised by more aged emissions, including aerosol nitrates. Insufficient data exist for the toxic effects of particles gathered in different locations to allow further interpretation. Traffic emissions contain many pollutants that might be responsible for the mortality association, including ultrafine particles, diesel soot, and nitrogen.

ARTICLES
oxidizes. Because of the much higher concentrations of nitrogen dioxide associated with gas cooking than those recorded from traffic emissions, this pollutant probably does not cause death. Furthermore, results of experimental studies have shown little response to high nitrogen dioxide concentrations in volunteers. The large number of ultrafine particles might be associated through pulmonary inflammation and local cytokine expression in mice. Particulate air pollution and mortality: a special report of the institute's particle. Particulate air pollution from road traffic and mortality: a new method of analyzing correlated geographic data. Environmental epidemiology reanalysis project—final version. Cambridge, MA, USA: Health Effects Institute, 2000.
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